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In the United States and globally, megaprojects are becoming more
common across the economic development landscape. This article will
discuss the recent increase in the number of megaprojects across the
U.S.; what communities are doing to attract them; and what impacts
such large-scale projects are having on communities and other
economic development projects.

What Are Megaprojects?

Megaprojects are generally defined as projects with more than $1
billion in capital expenditures that may result in thousands of new full-
time jobs. These projects occur across a wide variety of industries:
automotive manufacturing, life sciences, aerospace, defense and
others. Because of their scale, these projects are characterized by their
potentially transformative effect on local communities and regional
economies.

Why Are Megaprojects Becoming More Common?

Megaprojects were only 3% of the total construction projects that broke
ground in 2013, but that figure grew to 33% by 2018.1 Researchers have
estimated that the total cost for megaprojects in the U.S., in terms of
“Construction Put in Place”2, will grow from $50 billion in 2019 to $350
billion by 2029.3  Several factors appear to contribute to the current rise
in megaprojects. First, economies of scale and the concentration of
production facilities allow companies to save money during a time of
rising raw material costs. Second, new technologies are making the
design and construction phase of megaprojects more efficient, such as
with the digitization of building design to overlay cost and time over 3-
D models and the automation of internal project bookkeeping.4 Third,
spurred in part by industry changes from the COVID-19 pandemic,
companies are increasingly “reshoring” by making new large-scale
investments in the U.S. when they previously would have built projects
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abroad.5  Fourth, producing semiconductors, electric vehicle batteries and other products in the advanced
manufacturing sector entails a very complex production process that cannot scale up to meet future
demand without costly megaproject-scale investments in new facilities.6 Finally, megaprojects are
politically popular in the U.S. and are garnering the support of different levels of government because they
represent “the revitalization of American manufacturing”.7 

How Are Governments Attracting New Megaprojects?

In the U.S., state and local governments are taking proactive steps to attract megaprojects. Local
governments and public-private partnerships are creating publicly owned, shovel-ready project sites,
coordinating public utilities and infrastructure and preparing materials to pitch to prospective companies.
It may take several years of careful planning between a region’s economic development stakeholders
before a site is ready to be offered up for a potential megaproject.

Jurisdictions across the country are also crafting economic development incentive tools to specifically
attract megaprojects. Several states have recently put in place incentives geared towards megaprojects,
including Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Ohio and Oklahoma. States have even developed narrowly
tailored incentive tools to cater to specific megaprojects. For example, Pennsylvania created a specifically
tailored incentive in an effort to land the Shell ethylene cracker plant. Pennsylvania Act 85 of 2012 created a
tax credit for industries using ethane in manufacturing processes.8 Because the tax credit required at least
$1 billion in capital investment and the creation of at least 2,500 full-time equivalent jobs, in practice it
could only apply to Shell’s cracker plant.9 

What Are The Local Impacts Of Megaprojects?

Successful megaprojects are inherently transformative, but each one will have a different impact on local
economies and day-to-day life depending on the jurisdiction. Projects do not occur in a vacuum and there
are likely to be ripple effects that can impact other projects and nearby communities.

A region’s workforce can be dramatically affected by the arrival of a megaproject. The initial construction
phase of a project can strain a region’s building trade workforce. If a single megaproject will occupy
thousands of construction jobs over a number of years, other companies doing their own building projects
may struggle to ensure that their own construction workforce needs are met.10 Years before megaproject
construction is complete however, the educational institutions of entire regions will have to collaborate to
create a talent pipeline for the employees that will perform the day-to-day work of a megaproject. For
example, Central Ohio’s community colleges, trade schools and state universities are developing new
programs to ensure that there are enough credentialed individuals to fill a variety of new positions in
semiconductor manufacturing at the Intel megaproject.11

Similar to concerns about other companies having to compete with megaprojects for a workforce, projects
may have to compete for a limited number of viable sites. There have been recent instances where
projects, some fairly significant in size, have been turned away from a site by a community because the
community is reserving the project site or sites for a megaproject.
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State and local governments may have to take major steps to improve their public transportation, roads,
public utilities and other infrastructure in order to accommodate a megaproject. For example, a particular
site might not be considered for a megaproject if it is not able to supply enough electricity or water
capacity. Alternately, a megaproject may use up so much of a community’s water or electrical capacity,
companies looking to locate nearby may have to look for a project site elsewhere in order to meet their
utility needs.

Finally, megaprojects can bring positive impacts to the local community in more ways than the typical
benefits associated with such projects (increased jobs, new taxes generated, etc.). There have been
numerous examples of companies that bring megaprojects to a region and then take significant steps to
act as a good neighbor and foster good will with nearby communities. This includes significant
investments in local schools and non-profit organizations, the creation of mixed-use space on corporate
campuses for other local businesses and the launch of sustainability initiatives.12  

Conclusion

The economic development landscape is dynamic, and megaprojects are an increasingly important way
that companies are choosing to grow. Vorys encourages you to contact your Vorys attorney or advisor with
questions about the megaproject economic development incentives. Please feel free to contact the
following Vorys attorneys: Scott J. Ziance, 614.464.8287, sjziance@vorys.com; Christopher J. Knezevic,
614.464.5627, cjknezevic@vorys.com; Sean P. Byrne, 614.464.8247, spbyrne@vorys.com; Jonathan K. Stock,
614.464.5647, jkstock@vorys.com or R. Elissa Wilson, 614.464.6224; rewilson@vorys.com.

About The Author

This article was authored by Eli Redfern, a third-year law student at The Ohio State University Moritz
College of Law, who clerked with Vorys during the summer of 2022.
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